
 

Kuji-kiri performed with your right hand are to emphasize the cut of the ignorance of the illusion. With 

the left hand it represents a receptive valence. Both hands can represent the Yin and Yang creating an 

opening in the daily world that allows one to reach various states of consciousness. 

This Schroedinger’s Cat (Leo) has already been through her Saturn Return, and it is not time for the next 

one. She is also Ketu ruled in Vedic via Magha and thus she thinks out of the limitations of your 

box/prison cell. She knows as a personal or social sign that you thrive and gain power by keeping all 

humans locked in fears about survival, that you use social inhibitions and relationship difficulties to 

foster father complexes, authority complexes, perfection complexes, inferiority complexes, and guilt 

complexes. Your brand of existentialism calls this doing the right thing simply because it is the right 

thing. You have made life an emo nihilistic non-proactive solution finding reality with people who are 

manifesting dystopianism. The Bhagavad Gita teaches to let go the fruit of action for if it brings success 

there is a trap of ego inflation and if it brings failure there is depression. Both are blocks to higher 

consciousness. 

If you knock on my door with your whining misery loves company kill joy to my higher vibe I won’t 

answer. If you call my phone you will get my voice mail. Do not make me pull out my Ninja Cat skills. 

Take your fear porn elsewhere. Death is an illusion and you want me to fear you when you reap/harvest. 

Sorry! Neither energy nor mass can be created or destroyed. Although energy can change forms all 

energy in a closed system must remain constant. 

The law of conservation of mass says in a chemical reaction mass is neither created nor destroyed. The 

law of conservation of energy also known as the first law of thermodynamics says all energy in a closed 

system must remain constant. It can neither increase or decrease without interference from the outside. 

The law of conservation of energy has shown to be absolute. Stop trying to bring me down society with 

the Debbie Downer mojo and work on some positivity and mindfulness! 

As a Phlegmatic Melancholic I personally do not need remedial or summer school work in the Saturnine 

black bile realms of Melancholia. 

Sincerely, 

Renee 

 


